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Session No. 23 - SWITCHING NETWORKS I 

PAPER No. 232 
Authors: 0 BAZLEN, G KAMPE and A LOTZE 

Question by J E VILLAR DE VILLACIAN 
AsC understood your L. L. E.. method to simulate large 
group selection 1 ink systems, you have several posibi
lities for choos ing the mapping factor, even taking into 
account the constraints you imposed. According to 
those constraints it seems to me that the optimum map
ping factor in order to obtain the greatest simpl ifica
tions is the one which provides the minimum number of 
trunks. Is this statement right or is there any other 1 i
mitation? Furthermore , have you envisaged the possibi
lity of extending the method to line selection units? 

Answer 
The-best possible simpl ification is obtained, if the 
mapped small 1 ink system can cons ist of two trunk 
groups on ly. However, in any case each group must 
have the actual number of trunks. 

To your second q uestion: up to now the LLE-mappi.ng 
method was only developed for group selection. Regar
ding concentrating preselection link system e.g. from 
1000 subscribers to 100 junction sets the method is not 
applicable up to now. 

PAPER No . 233 
Authors : J MICHAUX, L DE RAEDT and E JACQUEMIJN 

Question by J W COHEN 
A beautiful and very useful study. Are the conclusions 
also val id for linksystems with more stages than the 
one investigated? Are numerical results available also 
for other traffic values? If so, are the conclusions in
dependent of these values? 

I wonder whether "error of type b" is the most impor
tant. It is mainly the dependency between the stages 
which causes the distributions to deviate from the Er
lang, Bernoull i or Engset distributions, except for their 
tails. The fact that the "iterative method" gives the 
best results also points in this direction. Why do authors 
think the "error b" is the most important? 

Answer 
We unfortunately not had time yet to study other 1 ink 
systems. More complete numerical results have been 
presented during the reading of the paper. The conclu
sions are in 'any case valid from loss figures of about 
0,5 % to 7 %. Error of type b is found to be the most 
important in the numerical results, because the taking 
into account of actual distributions allows to obtain a 
loss value close to the one obtained by simulation -
this is indeed due to the fact that the deviations of the 
tails of the distributions plays the most import~nt role 
in the variation of the loss figure. 

Question by 0 BAZLEN 
T .- You-analyse the various approximation methods to 
calculate the loss of 1 ink systems. Do you know that a 
very detailed and extensive analysis was presented at 
the 5th ITC by Dr. Kuemmerle who investigated a very 
large number of 1 ink systems? 

2. Do you beleive that one single simUlation run yielding 
one single value of loss for one particular 3 stage 1 ink 
system is sufficient for a judgement of various different 
calculation methods? 
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3. Your link system carries two way traffic, out
going from a subscriber to a group, incoming with 
point selection to a certain subscriber. How did you 
regard this feature in your simulation? 

Answer 
T.- The analysis of the various approximation methods 
must only serve to permit the comparison between the 
distributions which is the main object of the study. 
The intention was not to compare approximation methods. 
We do know Dr. Kuemmerle .... s work very well indeed. 

2. More complete numerical results were presented 
during the reading of the paper, although still unfor
tunately restricted to one particular 1 ink system. 

3. The terminating traffic does not arrive with point 
selection. In the simulation it is generated in a similar 
way as the originating traffic. 

PAPER No. 234 
Author: J G KAPPE L 

Question by A LOTZE 
T .- Are-you sure that the correlation between your 
"access factor" and the "point loss" is a reliable 
one in any case? Our own artifici.a l ·traffi.c trials yield 
for a given access factor - and for different link sys
tems - sometimes deviations of the point loss by a 
factor 1 0 and more . 

2. Do you ha.ve full scale simulation results confir
ming your calculations for link systems with concen
tration? 

Answer 
T.- ACusual objective grades of service (range .005 to 
.02 for "point loss" probabil ity) I we find good corre
lation between the access factor and blocking for a 
variety of network sizes and forms (see Figures 3 and 
4 of the 1970 paper). Blocking is estimated by the MSP 
method in virtually all cases, with a few cases (for 
asymmetrical forms) estimated by use of NEASIM. 
These latter results are also reasonably realistic, 
since they utilize the "sure idle link" and "dependence" 
routines built into that program. I have also found good 
correlation for most of the networks that Karl Kuemmer
le used in his 1970/71 paper summarizing point loss 
calculation methods. 

As it turns out, deviations by a factor of 2 or even 
3 at the . . 01 service level affect the results very little, 
and a brief sensitivity analysis of this is given near 
the end of our 1970 paper. Deviations as large as a fac
tor of 10 may occur, admittedly, but only where the 
network$ being compared are both types that would be 
completely impractical. E .g.: a 3-stage structure 
with N=4 and all (2x2) switches, vs. a 3-stage struc
ture with N=1 06 and all (1 000x1 000) switches. 
k=1000 could occur only for impossibly large n=linkage 
cost. ) 

2. We do not have nearly as many full-scale simulation 
results as you and your people have obtained, but we 
are in the process of deriving a general ized "random 
walk" type simulator that will help lJS to calibrate ana
lytic models - for systems with or wi.thout line concen
tration . 
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Question by J G VAN B055E 
Your paper indicates that it is advantageous to effect 
concentration in both twist- and second stage switches 
in a multi-stage network with low inlet loads. 

Can this principle be extended further? E.g. is concen
tration in 3 stages more advantageous than concentration 
in 2 stages, etc ? 

Answer 
It is-lTkely (though unproved) that concentration in more 
than two stages is "theoret ically" justifiable in cases 
where ( i) the input t erminal load is very low (say, 
-==.: .05erl) and ( ii) the linkagecontrol cost n 0, as in Prof. 
Lotze" s mode 1 • 

However, one must consider that the difficulties asso
ciated w ith adaptat ion of the network to different input 
t raffic levels a, (Le., use of different conc. ratios), 
complications assoc iated with growth, and other prob
lem such as those encountered in switching intra-sys
t em tra ffi c econo mically - all becom e more c omplex 
for structures w ith concentration in more than 2 stages. 
The tradeoffs are not known exactly, but we do know 
that m ost of t he economic gain possible can be ach ieved 
w ith on ly 2-stage concentration. Use of more than 2 
stages is judged t o be t-:')arginal at best. 

Question by 5 M UN 5 HI 
Do you fee 1 tha t 4 -stage network wit h point to point 
'selection shou ld not be des igned for inlet occupancy of 
> 0 .6 , a nd are not optimum or are less efficient than 
others? We have som e fou r stage networks carrying 
0.8 traffic pe r in let with matching loss of 0.002. 

Answer 
T he-de s igne r has no direct control over "inlet occupan
cy" , but mus t generally evaluate a system for a range of 
expected t raff ic loads per inlet in a variety of applica
tions . For a des ign with inlet loads of 0.8 erl. and over, 
a nd a nearly nonblock ing point-to-point service objec
tive (matc h ing loss), a "wide" network (using "expan
sion" sw itches or their equivalent; e.g., multiple ter
mination of inputs) such as discussed in Paper 232 is 
certa inly appropriate. 

Question by 5 MUN5HI 
Wh at are your comments regarding the conclusions 
reached by Bazlen, Kampe and Lotze - paper 232 that 
on ly WIDE networks should be designed in light of your 
paper which deals with network with concentration? 

Answer 
Paper-232 deals with "pure distribution" (toll and tan
dem type) link system, or with the distribution stages 
only of local systems that employ line terminal con
centration in prior switching stages. Ref. 1 of my pa
per also deals with these. For systems with terminal 
loads in the range (.05 to .20) erlang, discussed in my 
paper, no one will disagree that concentration in one or 
more of the stages is essential for efficient design. 

PAPER No. 235 
Author: J DE BOER 

Question by J E VILLAR DE VILLACIAN 
The -conslusions obtained in your paper are based in 
the economically justified condition that with R.S. the 
point to point blocking probability for required inlet 
load is about 10 %. Have you investigated how these 
conclusions are modified when smaller values of that 
probabil ity are used? 

Answer 
Ihave-not investigated how the conclusions are modi-
fied when P1R-<..O.1,but this might easily be investigated. 
The value 0.1 is determined by the traffic capacity 
requirement for the route, compared to a full availa-
b i 1 ity route of the same size and the same block ing 
requirement. The stronger this traffic capacity require
ment the lower will be the necessary value of Pi' 

Question by D BAZLEN 
1.- How-many different 1 inksystem structures were 
studied? (Number of stages, number of outgoing groups, 
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groupsizes) 
i) by simulation 
it) by calculation: How many test calls (approximately)? 

2. Was variance to mean ratio regarded for last 
choice routes, having offered overflow traffic? 

3. How do you calculate your probability Pi (regar
ding offered traffic, structure of the 1 inksystem group 
size etc)? 

Answer 
1.-i) Up to now no simulations have been performed. 
it) No special structures were studied. The conditions 
on the network are; 
a) the lines of the considered outgoing route form on ly a 
small fraction of the total number of outlets of the net
work. 
b) there are many inlets each offering a small traffic to 
the route concerned. In practice these conditions point 
to a multi-stage (e.g. 4-6 stages) network. Furtermore 
it is not impossible that the relation P1R/P 1 r2 is not 
always valid in systems with a small number of stages. 

2. I must apologize for a wrong terminology. Instead of 
lastchoice routes, I meant first choice routes withOU. 
overflow facil ity. 

3. The object of the paper was comparison of the hun
ting methods considered. For this purpose it is not 
necessary to calculate P j R or Pi F' The paper uses 
only the facts lhat Pi R 0.1 is economically justified and 

t hat P 1R/P 1 F- 2 . • 

Question by R H LAUFENBURGER 
The-author acknowledges that the usual design applica
tion choices for searching are either random start and 
sequential hunt, or fixed starting point. And then pro
ceeded to compare pure random vs F.5. P. 'Na s it be
cause fixed and random starting point with sequential 
search have similar (but not identical) traffic perfor
mance and processor load results? Were the procedures 
compared? 

Answer 
The-procedures with pure random s,election and cyclic 
hunting with random starting position have not bee n com
pared. Because the second hunting method has more si
milarity with hunting with fixed starting position t han 
the first method. The first method is chosen for t his stu
dy in order to see the differences more clearly. Besides 
that pure random selection leans itself more readily for 
calculations than cycl ic hunting with random starting po
sition. 

PAPER No. 236 
Author: E M JOHN50N 

Question by J E VILLAR DE VILLACIAN 
'ftJifnkthat this type of gradings is mainly applied in 

• 
the subscriber"s stage. The conclusions have been esta b
lished assuming that the multistage link network is a loss 
system. Have you investigated if these conclusions ar 
modified and in what sense when delay basis is consi 
red? 

Answer (by W 5 Hayward for E M Johnson) 
Our investigations have not covered delay systems. 
will make a conjecture that, by analogy to full access 
systems, the comparisons would be similar for delayed 
calls at low blocking levels. I would also expect the 
length of delays experienced by delayed calls to be re
duced by the effective larger access. If the grading were 
to be used in an application with high congestion, the de
lay system would require careful investigation. 

PAPER No. 237 
Author: B LjZ)KEN 

Question by J E VILLAR DE VILLACIAN 
'fn~our article the blocking figures you obtained by simu
latton and calculation in the case of stepwise hunting 
s~ems t? be in a reasonable good agreement. Can you 
gtve an tdea of the confidence intervals obtained in the 
simulation results? 
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I would like also to know if you have made some investi
gations on calculation methods for rotary hunting pro ... 
cedure? 

Answer 
I have-carried out extensive simulation experiments, 
and the resulting blocking shows a variation in the oroer 
of ±. 0.1 %. 

To your second question I will only say that it seems to 
be a rather difficult task to oonstruct calculation methods 
for the rotary hunting procedure. I have not yet solved 
that prob lem • 
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